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1968 Apollo 8 moon orbit
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In the last 50 years. . .
• Population has more than doubled

UNEP/GRID-Arendal
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• Global water consumption has tripled
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• Fossil fuel use has quadrupled
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• Pesticides are found in every animal on earth
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• Ocean fisheries have collapsed
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• Deforestation is accelerating
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• We are operating at 140% of Earth’s carrying 
capacity
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• Gaps between rich and poor are growing
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50% of all 
known species 
predicted to be 
gone by 2050

• 6th mass extinction is underway
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• The Holocene Epoch has come to an end. . .
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Trajectory of the 
Anthropocene:
The Great Acceleration

Steffen, et al. “The Trajectory of 
the Anthropocene: The Great 
Acceleration.” Anthropocene 
Review. January 16, 2015.

• And Earth has entered the Anthropocene Epoch.
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Profound changes 
lie ahead
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• Fire

• Language

• Agriculture and 
settlement

• Industrial revolution

Four major transitions in human history:
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The next transition:

• Anthropocene 
Epoch
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• Today’s students = 
tomorrow’s leaders

Leaders
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Leaders must have:

• Systems thinking

• Diverse skills

• Broad understanding
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How? . . .
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The Need for a Statewide / Regional Approach to 
Sustainability Literacy
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UN Goals Related to Sustainability Education
● Target: 4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills 

needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human 
rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, 
global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s 
contribution to sustainable development

● Indicator: 4.71 Extent to which (i) global citizenship education and (ii) 
education for sustainable development, including gender equality and human 
rights, are mainstreamed at all levels in: (a) national education policies, (b) 
curricula, (c) teacher education and (d) student assessment
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Moral and Ethical Need for Sustainability Education

● Need for courses that show that resources are not endless and that 
pollution is a serious issue

● Sustainability teaches change agent skills; being a future agent of change 
allows one dream up new jobs and solutions needed for a sustainable 
future -Environmental literacy and sustainability as core requirements: success stories and 
models. D Rowe. Teaching sustainability at universities, 79-103, 2002.

● Sustainability is about attitudes and values (Sustainability Development 
Commission, undated): it is about the ethical integration of mind, values, 
behaviour and environment (Haigh, 2009). -Sustainable Development, Sustainability 
Development Commission, London, http://www.sd-commission.org.uk/pages/sdhistory.html (20 
Feb 2010)
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Fiscal Impact of Statewide Sustainability Literacy

Findings from a survey conducted by the Oregon 
Department of Labor in 2011 showed that “green jobs” 
were found in 185 occupations; the need for sustainability 
education is NOT occupation specific; 

Green jobs at that time made up only 3% of employment. 
Oregon’s biggest employment sectors are health care, arts 
& leisure, and hospitality. 
--Greening of Oregon’s Workforce, Oregon Employment Department, 2012
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“The data also show that each of these occupations had a median annual wage that was higher than the $37,690 median for all workers in 2017. The 
typical education required to enter the occupations varies.” - Elka Torpey, "Green growth: Employment projections in environmentally focused 
occupations," Career Outlook, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, April 2018.

Employment Projections, Green Job Growth, US
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Need for a Statewide / Regional Approach to 
Sustainability Literacy (Stephania Fregosi)

● May require state legislative support to reach goals 
● Ongoing support for legislation and climate resilience work requires public education 

and support
● We could do more work in bringing in other schools by finding a structural way for 

sustainability in higher education to be supported
● Community college offerings are linked to what the state schools want and on how 

courses transfer
● Common planning goals offer opportunities to get students to get together for a 

regional vision 
● This is only one piece of a puzzle to do regional collaborative work.
● We’re looking for better ways to ensure competency in applied soft skills - problem 

solving, community collaboration, & environmental responsibility
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Statewide Snapshot: Oregon

● ~24 Public institutions
● Climate / Carbon Commitment 10. Carbon (4), 

Climate (6) (AS: 4, BA: 2, MA: 2, DR: 2); two probably 
inactive

● Annual Emissions: 314,396 MTCO2E
● Earliest carbon neutrality goals: Lewis and Clark (2018), 

Pacific University (2020), Oregon State (2025)
● Square Feet of Building Space: 27,550,146
● Annual Enrollment (FTE): 106,650 FTE
● Renewable Energy Generation: 351,124 kWhStephania Fregosi | Need for a Statewide / Regional Approach to Sustainability Literacy



Statewide Snapshot: Oregon
STARS Data (Reports drawn from 2017-2019)
● Sustainability Course Offerings from OR Institutions 

(Focused & Inclusive): Undergraduate: 3751, Graduate: 
1374

● Total number of academic departments with 
sustainability course offerings (ranges from 22 to 57): 
248, likely similar departments in that total
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Statewide Snapshot: WA

● ~40 public colleges & universities

Climate / Carbon Commitment

● Twelve Washington schools have signed the carbon 
commitment. (AS: 2, BA: 2, MA: 5, DR: 3)

● WA school neutrality dates before 2050: Pacific Lutheran 
(2020) and Puget Sound (2025)

● WA Total annual carbon footprint as of last reporting  
(495,305 MTCO2E)
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Statewide Snapshot: Washington

● Earliest carbon neutrality goals: Pacific Lutheran (2020), 
University of Puget Sound (2025)

● Square Feet of Building Space: 49,183,808 
● Annual Enrollment (FTE): 120,900 FTE
● Renewable Energy Generation: 95,239 kWh
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Statewide Snapshot: Washington

STARS Data (Reports drawn from 2017-2019) from 12 
reports
● Total sustainability course offerings from WA Institutions: 

(Focused & Inclusive): Undergraduate: 5,372, Graduate: 
2,365

● Total number of academic departments with academic 
course offerings (ranges from 3 to 279): 432, likely 
similar departments in that total
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Direct Transfer Agreement (DTA)Associate Arts Oregon Transfer (AAOT)

AAOT and DTA Pathways (Owen Murphy)
● Background, rationale, support, process
● Transfer degrees relevant to 2yr and 4yr colleges, public and private (not CTE)
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Direct Transfer Agreement (DTA)
● Social and Natural Sciences requirements

○ 15-20 credits each
○ Geography, Sociology, Biology, etc.
○ Cultural Literacy “encouraged” under 

the Humanities requirement

Associate Arts Oregon Transfer (AAOT)
● Sustainability Literacy requirement 

similar to Cultural Literacy requirement
○ No additional credits necessary
○ Use existing courses, new courses
○ Truly interdisciplinary

AAOT and DTA Pathways (Owen Murphy)
❖Background, rationale, support, process
❖Transfer degrees relevant to 2yr and 4yr colleges, public and private (not CTE)
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Direct Transfer Agreement (DTA)
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● Sustainability Literacy requirement 
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AAOT and DTA Pathways (Owen Murphy)
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Associate Arts Oregon Transfer (AAOT)
● Sustainability Literacy requirement 

similar to Cultural Literacy requirement
○ No additional credits necessary
○ Use existing courses, new courses
○ Truly interdisciplinary

● 24 public institutions
○ 17 community colleges
○ 7 universities

● Council of Instructional Admin. (CIA), 
Higher Ed Coordinating Comm. (HECC)

AAOT and DTA Pathways (Owen Murphy)

Direct Transfer Agreement (DTA)
● Social and Natural Sciences requirements

○ 15-20 credits each
○ Geography, Sociology, Biology, etc.
○ Cultural Literacy “encouraged” under 

the Humanities requirement
● 40 public institutions

○ 34 community colleges
○ 6 universities

● Joint Transfer Council (JTC),         
Instruction Commission (IC)

❖Background, rationale, support, process
❖Transfer degrees relevant to 2yr and 4yr colleges, public and private (not CTE)
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AAOT and DTA Pathways (Owen Murphy)

❖Next steps...

1. Build a network of public colleges and interested private colleges.

1. Develop a consensus definition of “sustainability”.

1. Develop interdisciplinary Sustainability Literacy learning outcomes.

1. Gather approval from all public colleges at the VPI level. 

1. Deliver proposals to CIA/HECC (OR) and JTC/IC (WA).
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Alternate Pathways (Heidi Sickert)

SPARC Council
● “Sustainability Practices for Academics & Resources”
● Established in 2009
● Composed of faculty, staff & administrators
● Guides PCC’s sustainability curricular activities
● College’s Climate Action Plan guides the committee
● Supports college Mission & Core Themes
● Work collaboratively with Curriculum Office to develop and implement 

new initiatives
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Sustainability Learning Outcomes
PCC’s SPARC Council created 7 Sustainability-focused 
Learning Outcomes that are approved by the Curriculum Office
Faculty incorporate 1-3 outcomes in a new course or a course 
revision.
The outcomes represent an interdisciplinary approach and 
faculty from all departments are encouraged to enhance their 
courses with sustainability by incorporating one or two of these 
outcomes. 
http://www.pcc.edu/resources/academic/sparc/

Heidi Sickert | Alternate Pathways
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Sustainability Learning Outcomes
1. Critically examine the complex and interconnected relationship 

between human behavior and the environment through a lens of 
sustainability and “the triple bottom line” (people, planet, profit).

2. Critically evaluate the root causes of environmental problems, 
including historical, cultural, ethical, political, economic, social, 
structural, and/or infrastructural issues, in order to recommend, 
implement and/or engage in problem-solving to address the 
challenges and opportunities of promoting sustainable development.

3. Examine existing and alternative resource use and identify 
quantitative or qualitative processes to educate and provide services 
to prevent, reduce, or mitigate environmental degradation and 
increase resource and energy efficiency.
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4. Express the significance of environmental sustainability in written, 
oral, artistic, physical, and/or mechanical forms.

5. Use an awareness of the impacts of ecological issues and policies 
on communities of diverse backgrounds, on the local, regional, 
national, and international level, in order to interact with sensitivity, 
respect, and a sense of responsibility to others and the future.

6. Apply sustainable practices in the workplace and communities, as 
citizens, and/or in the development of public policy.

7. Apply an understanding of basic ecological principles (the 
interconnectedness of organisms to each other and their 
environment) to environmental problems and sustainability issues.

Sustainability Learning Outcomes
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• PCC offers this award to recognize students who have completed a 
broad range of sustainability courses:
– Required to complete a minimum of 16 credits.
– Must include courses from at least 3 different disciplines.

• By earning this focus award, the student demonstrates to potential 
employers and transfer colleges a deep and broad understanding of 
sustainability issues. 

• Focus Award List includes 44 PCC Courses from 12 different disciplines
– http://www.pcc.edu/programs/sustainability
– https://catalog.pcc.edu/focusawards/sustainabilityfocusaward

Sustainability Focus Award
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“Sustainability across the Curriculum”
• Annual professional development workshop
• Based on Piedmont/Ponderosa Project Model
• Sustainability teaching and curriculum resources 

provided to attendees.
• Directly supports new course development and course 

revisions that incorporate sustainability learning 
outcomes.

Faculty Workshops
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● Two prompts. Both need to be addressed.
● Rotate tables and prompts after 20 minutes (at the bell). 
● A representative will join each group with a laptop and write notes into 

this group document: shorturl.at/lrtzE
● You are welcome to add notes to the online document or email them to 

us afterwards.
● We’ll consolidate the notes and make them available to everybody on 

the contact list after the conference.
● This is just the first step! We will continue to refine this work in the 

coming months. Stay in touch.

Breakout Discussions (20min per prompt)
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Breakout Discussion #1: Challenges and Solutions
A. What do you see as the biggest challenges and solutions to a 

sustainability requirement at your institution and in your state? What 
barriers exist and how can we overcome them?

B. What have you implemented at your institution that has been helpful in 
moving Sustainability Literacy forward?

C. Is there any additional support for Sustainability Literacy that we haven’t 
yet discussed? Are there other stakeholders in this process? Consider 
students, faculty, regional advisory councils, the workforce, etc.

D. Would it make sense to add a local or regional focus to this initiative in 
order to speak to specific legislative and workforce needs?
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Breakout Discussion #2: Goals and Definitions

A. Is a statewide or institutional Sustainability Literacy requirement the 
best way to achieve our primary goals? What ARE the primary goals?

B. How to define the word “sustainability” for a statewide or institutional 
requirement? What does an interdisciplinary definition of 
sustainability look like? 

C. What criteria would satisfy a Sustainability Literacy course? Is there a 
minimum level requirement or outcome that we can all agree on?

D. Who would this Sustainability Requirement apply to? AAOT/DTA 
students, all students, or just students in sustainability-related fields?
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Next Steps

● Sign up (sheet being passed around) to keep in touch 
or take a leadership role.

● Feel free to follow up and collaborate after today’s 
session.
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